Does contraversive circling in the 6-OHDA-lesioned rat indicate an ability to induce motor complications as well as therapeutic effects in Parkinson's disease?
Circling behaviour in unilateral 6-OHDA-lesioned rats is interpreted as being opposite in direction to the side of the brain with highest striatal dopaminergic activation. Ipsiversive rotation indicates an action on the intact striatum, while contraversive rotation demonstrates an effect on dopamine receptors in the denervated striatum and is taken as predictive of symptomatic benefit in Parkinson's disease. But does an equivalent behavioural outcome result from stimulating the intact and denervated striatum to the same degree? We report on the behavioural responses produced by administration of L-dopa and the monoamine uptake inhibitor BTS 74,398. These were given alone, or in combination, at doses equivalent to their ED(25), ED(50) and ED(75) for inducing circling in unilateral 6-OHDA-lesioned rats. L-dopa administered alone induced dose-dependent contraversive circling while BTS 74,398 produced ipsiversive rotation. However, L-dopa and BTS 74,398 in combination, produced the same contraversive circling response as when L-dopa was administered alone. Little or no ipsiversive rotation occurred, irrespective of the combination of doses employed. This surprising finding suggests that there are major differences in the outcome of stimulating the intact and denervated striatum with the latter dominating the behavioural response. Since repeated administration of L-dopa but not BTS 74,398, sensitises rotational responses and induces abnormal movements, it may be that contraversive rotation is predictive of both clinical response in PD and the ability to induce motor complications.